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Human Identity Summit 

Part 9 

 

Potency 

 

The vast bliss expanse, very potent intelligence—the most profound of the 
profound intelligence pervading all points of view and all fields of knowledge 

is right here. Potent intelligence is accessed only through non-contrivance of 
viewpoints, allowing all viewpoints to flow on by, like a line drawn in mid-

air—pristine sky in pristine sky, without object or support. 

This freedom is found in the equal bliss pleasure of all viewpoints, the 
opening of human society to a new way of life. Each moment of clarity 

prevents the return to societal suffering. Yes, each moment of clarity is that 
powerful.  

Non-contrivance, letting viewpoints flow on by, is the installation process of 
potent intelligence for society, individually and collectively. We see that we 

are absolutely okay, powerful, clarity is always on. This potent software is 
running brilliantly as it is engineered into our nature, making it impossible for 

outdated programs to operate, giving a thorough cut to their energy supply 
in each short moment. 

The short moment expands to long moments and then days, months, years, 

or even lifetimes of potent benefit. This is our birthright and direction. All 
other information we have learned is incorrect and inadequate. 
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Very potent clarity’s outcomes are exceptional and always provide 
unimaginable benefit and gifted human life, providing each moment the pure 

potency of practical clear intelligence. The complete power in each viewpoint 
soothes all tensions and stories rolling this way and that with their innate 

indestructible stability. Simple clarity relieves the burden of causal 
descriptions of the here-and-now, illuminating insight into reality. 

Our past understanding of sexuality and erotics is just another program that 

can be quickly uninstalled after years of laborious installation, radically 
uninstalled in clarity’s thorough blowing open of continuous pleasure in all 
moments. 

How people experience and express viewpoints that are described as sexual 

or erotic, especially the feelings or urges related to pleasure, are so simple 
after all. This includes not only the state of arousal and anticipation of 

pleasure, but also the attempt through various means to incite and satisfy 
those feelings. By the potency of clarity intelligence alone, all these attitudes 
and incidents—past, present and future—are sorted out for the benefit of all. 

Total clarity always arises with the emphatic gesture of the benefit of all. The 

gesture of gratitude and respect ensures the benefit and deep caring for 
everyone we connect with. Clarity asks “How will this impulse to pleasure be 

an energy that benefits all in its expression?” 

The pleasure drive is based on a program we have been running comprised 
of thoughts, emotions, sensations and other experience that seem to be 

associated with pleasure. When we examine them from the clarity 
perspective, we cannot find a location, really, where they are coming from, 
or even where they are now, or where they end. This is conclusive 

experiential evidence that the pleasure point of view cannot be found to have 
an independent power or force to make anyone or anything act in any 

particular way. Rather, it is like space pouring into space.  

Sexual viewpoints, like all others, have no nature independent of clarity 
intelligence. By relying on the blast of clarity rather than on sexual 
viewpoints, we unleash a healthy, vast erotic view that is filled with 

enormous beneficial energy. The blind bondage of sexual programming is set 
free in an expanse of super-pleasure at all times, night and day. Even in 

indulgence, avoidance, or replacement of erotic viewpoints we carefully rely 
on short moments and the other Mainstays and their clear power to expose 

the benefit of all the course of our actions.  

Seeking sexual pleasure and orgasmic relief as an end in itself, slips into 
moment to moment pleasure with no cause. This gives us true erotic dignity, 
integrity and great freedom of choice. Secret erotic lifestyles that leave us 

shamed and questioning our basic worth are opened up to clarity potency 
and wise input adds to the ease of all situations and the secure knowledge 

that the future is optimistic regardless of its offering. Avoidance of erotic 
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thoughts, emotions, sensations and other experiences is relaxed into pure, 
spontaneous, open, indivisible clarity. Sexual and erotic excellence resides 

only in clarity spontaneity, nowhere else. 

Deep-seated viewpoints burst open to instinctive love-bliss power. Love’s 
super-potency is the unavoidable bind of pleasure found in the potent view 

within points of view. 

Instinctively, potent clarity displays immediate powerful benefit. In clarity is 
discovered the fulfillment of love, pleasure and intimacy. Clarity is the 

dependable means to initiate and satisfy indestructible pleasure in all 
dimensions of living. Now it is possible to enjoy human sexuality in a free, 
relaxed and responsible way. 

In the great permission of clarity, all sexual viewpoints are normalized; the 

erotic impulse is entirely elective and selective based on spontaneous natural 
mutual ethics that serve the benefit of all. Clarity enables human society to 

subsume primitive sexual drives and urges in an ultimate erotic burst of 
unbridled benefit, prosperity and generosity.  

Clarity is relied upon to display its immediate power of pure pleasure and 

total erotic fulfillment, equalizing all erotic viewpoints—positive, negative and 
neutral. 

In actual erotic experience, spontaneously rely on the clarity blast as all 
viewpoints flow on by, none better or worse. Freedom in immediate sexual 

viewpoints is the only source of true intimacy, satisfaction and fulfillment. In 
this way, we open completely within all viewpoints to responsive erotic play 

and a potent surge of pleasure and benefit of all that spontaneously flows 
throughout all aspects of our life. We really get intimate with all viewpoints 
and this allows us true societal intimacy, personally and collectively. We’re all 

running on the same super-clarity bandwidth. 

In any moment, all notions of clarity are blown open, without any effort at 
all, releasing unparalleled intelligence, beneficial power and ease of action. 

Clarity is the current surge of viewpoints, and now it is this surge, never 
settling down in anything, always swelling with vitality, potency and 

indestructibility. The bright view of clarity is present in all viewpoints, so 
simple, so easy. 

Instinctively recognizing the inexpressible clarity factor, blasts through 
intricate frameworks of ignorance about human sexuality. Clarity cherishes 

viewpoints as its potency of great pleasure and benefit. It is instinctively 
recognized that clarity provides increasing pleasure potency. 

Shifting erotic events are the energy of potent clarity intelligence. A decision 

is made that there is nothing other than that. Human sexuality is clarity 
surging. 
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We know how to carry all erotic circumstances in the indestructible clarity 
vehicle. Instinctive clarity blows open confusion about human erotics, ending 

ignorance forever in the openness and spontaneous presence of pure 
pleasure in all circumstances. Free of confusion about human sexuality, 

clarity society initiates sane, healthy eroticism for the first time, 
disentangling it completely from social, religious, educational and personal 
injunctions that attempt to control erotic conduct and rights by restricting it 

to the sexual domain and a list of do’s and don’ts. Potent pleasure and 
benefit is not restricted to any particular set of experiences and is self-arising 

in all experience. 

Through clear discernment we question the whole point of view of giving over 
our clarity potency to authority figures who have established all the do’s and 

don’ts about erotic identity. We’re perfectly capable of establishing a 
beneficial clarity identity as the vantage of our incredible human society. We 
do not need to rely on old, unclear ideas. 

Clarity, the fundamental identity of human society, is introduced at the point 

where the mirage of viewpoints is vanished, is done, and beneficial society 
manifests stable, super-clear, spontaneously ethical, skillful, naturally 

fulfilling beneficial intent. In clarity, benefit, prosperity and generosity are 
the prime and only directive. Human society’s collective clarity is the 
resounding strength of individual and total society, maintaining its blissful 

fabric and potency, without any effort, without anything needing to be done. 

Clarity potency normalizes all viewpoints, befriending them in ordinary, 
everyday love and benefit.  

Human Identity Summit: Potency 

 
Instinctive clarity is always-on. 

 
1. Write today’s training. 

 

2. What are your old ideas about love and intimacy? What is the basis of 
true love and intimacy? Describe how love and true intimacy with 

others is demonstrated in your everyday life? 


